Twenty-two mixers planned

By Steve Gregory

This weekend offers a full schedule of mixers for the Tech man interested in broadening his social sphere. Things get off to a fast start with no less than twenty-two mixers tonight.

At attending the inauguration ceremony you may wish to head for Northampton Hotel, where Smith College is having a big evening. Seventeen of the 31 men are planning separate mixers. Invitations are necessary, so give them a call and reserve years, but chances are that Techmen will not be turned away.

Healthy Male College Students ($20 each) in research concerned with factors influencing onset of illness.

To qualify, students must never have had any allergies, and within the past year must have been free of any infections, colds, sore throats, etc., which required medication.

To volunteer or obtain further information, call Dr. Jacobs at the B.U. Medical Center, 822-1400, extension 692, weekdays, 9-5.

Tweed Sport Jackets in new, unusual colorings.

New western ranch outer jackets in suede or flannel or Dacron polyester style by us, in sizes 40 to 54.

The Catherine N. Stratton College (B.S. Industrial Admin.) of the University of Akron is having two separate mixers this evening. Both require invitations, so contact the social chairman of The Towers or Charlotte Hall (where the events will be held) for information. Both will have live music and begin at 8 pm dress will be formal and in 6.

Fisher Junior College is having a mixer 8 pm Sunday at 316 Beacon Street. There will be live music. The cost is $2, and, as usual, jacket and tie is in order. For those who still haven’t had enough, Sunday evening at 8 pm there will be a mixer at Triton Hall at Jackson College in Medford. The price is only 50c and a beat will be provided.

Graduate students get into the swing of things tonight with a mixer at Ashdown House. This particular function will cost one dollar. The festivities are scheduled for 21.

All in all that’s twenty-two Friday mixers—of course, seventeen are at one school—but twenty-two is still yields pretty good chances for a good time tonight. If you can’t make the scene this weekend, or are planning ahead, there will be a mixer Friday, October 14 at the Plaza de Puerto Rico, sponsored by Burton House. It begins at 8 pm and live entertainment is planned.

The Social Beaver contains all the phone numbers you will need to contact the social chairman for invitations and details. The only exception is the Colby College mixer, which is not listed in the Social Beaver. Fortunately for us all, however, it is listed alphabetically in the Boston phone book.

How does a class become part of a school? Members of the class of 1975 at the University of New Hampshire had to climb a gondola and pile to rescue a "75" beanie. MIT frog, consider yourself lucky.

Nobody would claim a sign prohibiting cyclists from riding across the lower level of the Washington Avenue bridge, according to the Minnesota Daily. They reported that University students were stopped from doing so on one day, and that another person was given a ticket. The sign was said to be illegal, however, and those who received tickets were told to send them in and they would be dismissed.

Sign story base.

Each installment of the monthly run story got better and better.

The third day the online was taken from the story as the staff confessed that they "may have been used." The story was "a howler perpetrated by a cranky cabbie," confirmed the first line of the article.

We went all the way. As cries of "We want silk" and "We want silk" rose from the Colby College girls' dorms, the Frosh men, backed by upper-classmen, were threshed with water, eggs, and gravel. They persisted, however. They realized that it was not one of the privileges covered by their $2000 plan, but they wanted it anyway. They then got the Amulet and barricaded a drift of nylon, lace, and cotton appeared. And the men did appear. Back to their dorms they went, to decorate their walls with their booty. The prize catch, it was reported, was a silk, while the low haul was a BAA. The last lines of the article: "The owner of the BCA may claim her garment at 35 Avon Hall. The owner of the BAA need not bother to appear."

Colorado raids troupe

The Denver cops refused to go on stage to arrest the controversial San Francisco Mime Troupe, so the troupe obliged their audience by parading down the stairs instead, the Colorado Daily reported. Part of the audience joined in protest. This was not the first time the Troupe was stopped during a show, but it is the first time that they were arrested, says the Colorado Daily.

No water

A Pembroke student may sign out to a man’s apartment outside but not inside the Providence area, if that’s where she may be most easily reached—and provid ed she does not actually spend the night there, Dean Rosemary N. P. Martin informed the interested newspaper reporter. “You can hang your clothes on a history tory line, but don’t go near the water”?

Stratton art collection shown in student center

The Catherine N. Stratton Collection of Graphic Arts will go on exhibition today in the second floor reading room of the Student Center. The exhibition will last until Feb. 19.

from our University Shop

DISTINCTIVE FALL SPORTSWEAR

styled by us, in sizes 36 to 44

Tweed Sport Jackets in new, unusual colorings.

Plaids, diagonals, herringbones and stripes in greys, browns, alcares or blues, from $50

Navy or green wool blazers, $55

Odd Trouser (sizes 29 to 36) in worsted flannel or Dacron polyester interfaced, $32.50

in case-cale corduroy, $14.50;

in Forrest polyester and cotton shins, $10.50

Navy tuxedo rank jackets in suede or sheepskin... plus classic tweed, corduroys, etc., from $37.50
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Bill Oldakowski (B.S. Industrial Admin.) of the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course knows where the action is: He’s on the move at our big, bustling Lackawanna Plant, near Buffalo, N.Y.

Join the action. First step, pick up your campus newspaper, "Careers with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course" at your placement office. Then sign up for a man’s interview. Our 1967 Loop Class has openings for technical and non-technical graduates and for careers in steel operations, research, sales, mining, accounting, and other activities.
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